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“The Peking to Paris Rally” 

Sam Peters has been a member of the Vines community since 1989.  He is a man who enjoys a 

challenge.  Here are a few examples. 

Flew to Germany to experience the Berlin Wall coming down.  

Went to Russia and trained for a week to fly a Russian MIG . 

Signed on as crew to sail the Mediterranean.   

Climbed Kilimanjaro and made it to the summit. 

Drove a dirt bike for a month through the outback of Mexico.  

Skied just about every black run in the U.S., Canada and Argentina. 

Won his age group in the handball national championship. Thirteen matches in two days.  

So this year it was time for something really big. “The Peking to Paris Rally”.  Ninety-six cars 

entered, mostly with professional competitors.  

Fly from Cincinnati to Beijing (6,830 air miles) then drive 7,610 miles through Asia/Europe in 

33 days  with friend and  mechanic, Enos Reed, in a 1940 Studebaker called (Stu).We are told 

that we can track car 41 (Stu)  on “Yellow Brick” a transponder installed to track the car on the 

internet. Preparations are underway, registering, collecting ID’s and Chinese driver’s licenses, 

uploading way points in Marine GPS and going to briefings. The field will compete in two basic 

divisions, the Vintageant  category, (pre 1941 model cars) with 42 entrants including “Stu” and 

the Classic category (pre 1975 models) with 54 entrants. The race, set to start on May 28th is 

on schedule. 

No sooner underway then the first glitch is encountered.  The Chinese government has 

confiscated all of the GPS equipment suggesting that it might be used for spying.  So much for 

“Yellow Brick”!     Without skipping a beat, up steps Diane, Sam’s lovely and articulate 

daughter, who agrees to relay messages from Sam to a host of anxious followers.  From this 

point on, the words you will be reading are a condensed version of what Diane has written via 

e-mail for the past 34 days. 

Off without a hitch, then while going through Mongolia the brakes went, had to stop every so 

often to put in fluid, lost some muffler brackets and a light but doing well and Enos will work 

on the fixes on their day off.  June 2-7, tent camping in Mongolia/Gobi Desert, winds up to 70 

miles per hour and extremely cold nights (-4 degrees), extremely warm days. Saw their first 

snow; bottled water in tent froze solid, wild horses, camels and wolves.  Dust everywhere, in 
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everything.  The Mongolian roads (or should I say lack of) are killing off the rally cars daily.  Lot 

of town’s people come out to greet them.  

 Sam and Enos are ranked 14th in class which is great for their first “rodeo”.  Unfortunately, 

their computer manual “black holed”.  This is the on board device that records average speed, 

average fuel consumption, distance traveled and anything else that would help them complete 

the rally.  Besides that Sam says, imagine the worst road you know and take it times one 

hundred and that’s the best road they’ve driven on. There are potholes that cars can 

disappear in and rocks as big as your bed. Next problem the shocks are shot so they have to 

put on what was available,”German shocks”, they remain an issue and hope to find better 

ones when they get to Russia.  .  

It is June 8th. They are bogged down at the Mongolian/ Russian border as the cars pass through 

Russian customs checking passports, visas, and contents.  

June 10, Diane lets Sam break the news. “More car problems broke both back shocks that’s 

four so far, we had a battery blow up today and the car just quit out in the middle of nowhere. 

All four batteries are gone.  Have a repair shop lined up, Enos will fabricate brackets for shocks 

and the airbags, weld these to the car and install the shocks and airbags to the brackets (that’s 

our day off).”  Seven days of camping are now over, “after a few nights I settled into the 

camping routine, except two nights it got to minus 4 degrees with the wind blowing 50 or 60 

miles per hour.”  

Dad and Enos’s day off started at 8:15 am at a Russian garage where 8 mechanics took 

instructions through a translator from Enos to fabricate, “jerry-rig” and pull a shock out of a 

strut (so to speak). Twelve plus hours they are still in the garage putting final touches on the 

car. They rebuilt the rear springs, cut out the destroyed airbags, replaced the coil springs from 

a truck, installed rear heavy duty off road shocks, purchased two twelve volt batteries, 

changed the oil, and fixed the brakes as well as a number of other important repairs. 

June 11, the longest trek of the entire route. 415.1 miles.   Stu motored like a champ. Another 

time zone change.   At this point we are ranked 8th in class and 15 overall.  Four more cars 

“retired”, three more “unclassified”, leaving 89 of the original 96.  Halfway there, YEAH!!!  At 

this point, Dad says, “this is a grind, not sure I would ever suggest to anyone that this would be 

a great vacation.”  He says he is eating like a pig and the car won’t be the only thing rolling into 

Paris! 
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Well, guess what -- Dad tells it better.  “We did have some excitement in a somewhat boring 

day; we had been advised by the rally officials that should the Russian police wave you over 

DON’T STOP, wave, smile and keep moving, it’s about extortion, bribery. Well we got pulled 

over by the Russian police, what happened is they pulled over three of our cars at the same 

time so we decided instead of trying to outrun them, we would see what’s going on.   So the 

first two cars had to show all their paper work to the officers, while the third policeman came 

up to our car and instead of asking for our papers he wanted to know if we could donate any 

money for his personal collection.  So Enos said, let’s offer him five dollars and I said let’s try 

one dollar and see what happens, we made this fellow so happy, he said goodbye and have a 

good trip!”  ($1 dollar = 32.1269 rubles)  

Next update; still in Russia, two time zones later.  Presently, 8th in class and 13th overall.  Dad 

says, “….you cannot imagine the notoriety we get in every town and village we go to, the 

streets are lined with people, when we stop they want to take our pictures and sign 

autographs, you would think we are rock stars.  One fellow chased us down in his car to give us 

a big bottle of vodka….” 

It’s day 21. Dad said that they are feeling “pretty good”, food is fine but they are careful with 

the water. Beer is good, and he has consumed more beer in the last 21 days then in all of last 

year. Dad mentioned his friend Lars (from Denmark) who is driving a 1926 Bentley had the rear 

end break down. He is having it towed to Kiev, Ukraine approximately 2000km and $20,000 in 

towing costs. Not to mention the parts that, have to be flown in, from Germany. 

The Rally reports: “To achieve Gold you have to be consistent in reaching designated 

checkpoints within the maximum allowance. There are 15 Vintageants on Gold as we leave 

Samara, with 12 on Silver and 9 on Bronze. Among the Classics there are 20 contenders up for 

a Gold medal, 15 on Silver and 16 on Bronze.  “We are 7th in class and 12th overall. There are 86 

cars out of 96 still in the race. 

Dad reports that the Russian roads are very poor, extremely narrow with big ruts down the 

middle and busy with a lot of truck traffic.  Hotter than Gobi Desert, well over 100 degrees. 

Dad reports, “No time trials were scheduled for today, but tomorrow we will have three. Great 

fun to hit the turns and watch the big Studebaker slide around the corners, going as fast as you 

can go, the total distance for this trial was about 9 miles, some can be as long as 46 miles.” 

Good news, it was a good run, their new position is 6th in class, 10th overall.  Bad news, right 

after the run they broke a fan belt.  Enos, the champ that he is, changed the belt with no 

trouble in 30 minutes but burned his arm on the hot radiator.  First aid kit available and 
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because it happened after the time trial – they kept their gold! Their exit from Russia is a relief 

they remark,  “And we will be celebrating, this is our last night in Russia, and that makes us 

happy.   Russia is a hard and difficult place; nothing is easy in this country.   But I must say the 

people treated us just great, they waited in the rain today just to see us come by, I’ve been 

photographed more on this trip than in my whole life.   If we stop they want me to hold their 

baby for a picture and sign autographs, I still cannot believe all this.  Plus, you know me and 

babies.” 

When crossing the Russian/Ukrainian border the Russians have been known to detain the 

teams.  This time they went without a hitch until Enos couldn’t find his passport or the car’s 

paperwork so they pulled us out of line.  Fortunately, memory kicked back in, papers were 

found and after they searched the car the Russians let them pass. 

Prior to reaching Kharkiv, time trials were run at a modern race track, similar to Mid-Ohio or 

Sebring, Florida.   It was a wild ride with twists and sharp turns, Diane won’t share Sam’s full 

quote but “it was so much fun you could not believe the joy both Enos and I had when we 

completed the trials.”   

Day 23, as if the celebritydom hasn’t already gone to their heads with all the adoration in 

every country, city, town and village; Kharkiv, Ukraine has ramped it up to certain stardom.  As 

they turned down the street of their 5-star Palace Hotel, they found the street closed off from 

traffic, that is all but the rally car traffic.   The local police estimated a crowd of 3,000, five TV 

crews, and countless photographers memorializing each car as it pulled onto the parade 

grounds.  Young Ukrainian women were dressed in their native costumes to welcome the 

teams. 

Off to Kiev and a welcome day off, “The city is modern, clean and beautiful; the people are 

very friendly”.  Sam is philosophical   ……..”The big part of something like this is the mental 

part; you cannot afford to make any kind of mistake no matter how small.   More cars knocked 

out, I think what happened in Mongolia is just starting to take its toll on some of the cars.  

Mongolia just literally destroys your car. …..Hour after hour, day after day our body starts to 

break down just like the car after all the pounding you take.”  They worked on Stu until 9:30 

and at that hour all they could find open was McDonalds! 

Day 26, on way to last stop in Ukraine, Livi.   Bad News - Sam and Enos were pulled over by the 

Ukrainian police right after they come out of the race track trials.  This time a big burly nasty 
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policeman had Enos join him in his police car where he continued to extort money.  It cost 

them $50 (luckily that’s all Enos had in his wallet, which he had to show the policeman). 

Better News: Ukraine is a beautiful country and the roads are 100% superior to Russia’s.  A bit 

warm in the 90’s. 

Good News: They were routed to a modern racetrack, as the rally puts it “a network of fast 

flowing corners with very short straights….”   Which is not Stu’s strong suit; however, they 

prevailed and maintained their 6 in class and 10 overall rating. 

Best News: They are safe, sound and grateful to be in Livi.  They are exhausted.   Shell shocked 

but not in the strict World War I sense, just in a mind and body numbness.  This endurance 

rally requires an individual of true grit; a focused determination, extreme passion and 

powerful motivation to achieve one’s goal.  Our men are the epitome of “true grit”. 

From Livi, where they had a spectacular sendoff, the locals decked out in their native costumes 

strolled among the cars arm in arm; ladies in ball gowns and men in top hats.  Four men 

dressed in traditional garb sounded off using muskets with gun powder charges; they fired 

away, signaling the rally departure. 

Crossing from Ukraine to Slovakia was a piece of cake compared to getting in and out of 

Russia. 

Isn’t it amazing how life turns on a dime, it was just yesterday when Dad wrote: This was the 

most exciting day of the trip, we had five time trials, not three, but to complicate the entire 

day you had to hit certain points at a predetermined time, at exactly the correct time, but you 

had to go like hell to reach the point.”  Four of the time trials took place in the Slovakian 

mountains on very narrow winding roads without guard rails.   The second trial that day 

consisted of such a road where should you miss the turn your fate was sealed; on the side of 

the road is a shear drop of 2000 feet.   Dad continues….”and we are going as fast as we can, 

that does get your blood flowing.”  

The Slovakian Police were much more tolerant or should I say not as greedy as their Russian 

and Ukrainian brothers.   They were traveling a 4 lane highway doing about 90 mph when they 

passed a local police car that didn’t bother to chase them.  Ran hard on Monday, 7 a.m. to 6 

p.m., stopping only for gas @ $8.00 a gallon.   

They crossed the Slovakian/Austrian border Tuesday morning through the valley where the 

“Sound of Music” was filmed.  I just received word we are out of the rally.  Dad reports “lost 
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transmission today and it looks as if it will be impossible to fix in time for Paris.  It looks to be 

that all the gears are just destroyed and the only solution would require a new 1940 

Studebaker transmission and of course, they are a dime a dozen”.  Dad says “they are working 

on a few ideas to get Stu over the finish line but we are out of the running.   We were ranked 8 

and 4 after time trials today when it happened.   Very, very sad.”  

Day 30: Enos overseeing 5 mechanics worked tirelessly to figure some way to keep Stu 

running.  They are currently in Schladming, Austria.   A friend who doubles as a magician found 

a 1939 Studebaker transmission but at this time the logistics (especially the lack of time) 

probably will make it impractical to pursue.    

Truth is Houdini, Blackstone, Copperfield or Penn and Teller ain’t got nothin over Dad and 

Enos.   Enos worked on Stu most of the night, opened the transmission box and removed some 

of the gears and ground the teeth off others.   With a few hours sleep our team started off at 

7:04 a.m.; Stu began to climb a steep mountain road with gears shifting, yeah! Then the gears 

locked.   They managed to coast back down the mountain to the hotel parking lot.   The 

frustration and disappointment swept them like a tsunami, comment from Dad, “tears were in 

both our eyes, because now we knew all the hopes and aspiration have just vanished.”   Dad 

began mission impossible to find transportation for Stu while Enos said “just give me a couple 

hours to work on Stu”.   Dad agreed.  Enos had parts laying everywhere.  He started 

hammering on the transmission with precision and intent (not out of anger) if he could get this 

one piece out.  WACK, WACK, WACK, Dad couldn’t bear watching.  Picture two men working 

on a car with pieces strewn about and lots of banging going on, now picture a local Austrian 

man moseying up to Dad (as Dad is peering over Enos’ shoulder) and tries to engage Dad in a 

conversation about U.S. politics.   Dad was flabbergasted and no matter what he said he 

couldn’t make the guy go away.  Anyway, hours passed and finally out popped the piece Enos 

was so intent on; so in the car and off they went in third gear.   They are virtually out of the 

rally since they cannot travel the same route, sign off at check points and run time trails.  This 

means they can’t achieve the gold but they are not out of the running.   If they make the 

destination (the rally preplanned) each night they are still eligible for a silver or bronze medal.  

The Rally has them listed as Silver, ranking 13 and 9.   They could not follow the rally route 

between Austria and Switzerland because the steep mountain roads could not be driven in 

one gear.  They rerouted north around Austria and Liechtenstein, over mainly highways which 

took them hundreds of miles out of their way, but they made Davos, Switzerland; the rally’s 

stop for the night.  Dad writes “….after finally arriving in Davos, Switzerland on the completion 

of day 30 we were not sure what to do  for the next day, the poor thing (Stu) was laboring so 
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hard in just one gear plus getting so hot you could boil water on the transmission.”  They 

decided on the safest route to keep Stu running was to journey north toward Germany, 

around Zurich, west and then due south, destination Gstaad, Switzerland.  

Please try to experience Dad’s following words.  “Taking off from a dead start is very hard on 

your car, she would shake and rattle, like you would not believe, and if we were on an up slope 

it was almost impossible.   But anyway, she would go so far and we would have to stop and 

cool her down plus we could not run her over 50 MPH or the heat and noise would be 

unbearable.   But the magic continued for a least one more day, we did arrive at the final 

check in spot on time, everybody was happy and surprised to see us and the feeling was 

mutual.   Now the real question is can she survive two more days, I just don’t know, I don’t 

know how she survived the last two days.  Won’t be long and we will find out, but it sure is 

nerve racking to know one little slip is the end of the line.”  At the end of each of these last 

days it’s been absolute agony for both human and machine; can you feel the exhaustion and 

desperation in Dad’s words: “I am trying to map out the road to get us out of here tomorrow 

with the least amount of trouble.  Cannot shift, must find expressway, no matter the added 

mileage.   I look for lakes and rivers because that would be the low spots, she’s in pure agony, 

everything is breaking.  I just hate to put her through this torture but if we can hold for just 

two more days.   I just don’t know anymore, everybody is trying so hard….”  

Day 32: They have fought their way to Troyes and Dad sounds upbeat saying    “….she’s 

laboring hard but I’m sure she will make it to Paris on time and under her own power.  Each 

minute of the day is absolutely nerve racking waiting for the poor thing just to give up, it sure 

is a testament to what a great car that Studebaker made back in the day.”   Enos, aka Houdini, 

did it again; he recreated first gear, I’m guessing he was bored not being able to shift.   So now 

we have first and third, a ball game of different sorts.   One day to go, traveling on a wing and 

a prayer; or should we say on a partial transmission and a lot of prayers.   

Dear Family and Friends, 

We bring this extraordinary adventure to its finale: Day 33, last run from Troyes, France, (118 

miles) over back roads into Paris down the famous Champs-Elysees to Place Vendome, the 

finish-line.   The cars had an anxious aura or did this restlessness emanate from the human 

element that has bonded with their undefeatable magnificent machines.   Impatience and 

anticipation shrouded the final departure point in Troyes, possibly due to the later than usual 

9 a.m. start time.   The first vehicles were released to drive an estimated three hours to a 
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holding area approximately 10 minutes from Place Vendome, where they would be organized 

to cross the finish line. 

As you may recall, third gear has been their only friend until Enos “MacGyver” Reed persuaded 

the transmission box to give up first gear.   However, even with this new wondrous feat of 

engineering the plan was to run in third gear, for any amount of shifting ran a high risk of 

locking up the transmission for good.   Dad’s now highly developed navigating skills (who’d a 

thunk) and Enos’s keen driving put them fourteenth to arrive at the “holding area”.   The cars 

have already been ranked by this time; we were 10th in class and 13th overall.   The cars were 

lined first, second and third place in both classes, with Vintageants over the finish first 

followed by the Classics. 

The Place Vendome was filled with excitement, wonder and fanfare.   Our group boasted 

fourteen members of family and friends.   We staked our niche just beyond the finish-line and 

waved our yellow and black flags displaying “41”.   Information of the cars approach was 

sparse and unreliable but always received with greater and greater anticipation.  People 

walked and talked amongst the crowd as if we were all from the same family; and in truth we 

were all connected by the love, pride and thrill we held in our hearts for these extraordinary 

men and women.  I need to mention, much to Mom’s (loud) protests, we had insisted she and 

Aunt Pat (who was none too thrilled either) utilize wheelchairs.   The need for expediency and 

safety (the streets and sidewalks are paved in cobblestone making the surface uneven to walk 

on) won out.  Not to mention those two had the only seats at the finish. 

The rally cars commenced their final roll, impeded by masses of spectators who wanted to 

take pictures and congratulate the drivers; once again the guys are elevated to rock star 

status.   This last 10 minutes to the finish-line took an hour to complete; in the newly 

reinvented first gear.   Again our prayers were answered since our 4300 lb Stu, in third gear, 

could not have started and stopped the countless times in the last mile. 

Finally, word came down they are second in line from the finish; I raced to the spot to get a 

better picture when I see Henry (Sam’s brother) standing on the running board holding on to 

the driver’s door and Joshua, (Sam’s grandson) hanging on the other side.   Somehow, I find 

myself inside the car next to Dad, and over the finish-line we rolled!   Mind numbing euphoria 

encompassed everyone.   There were cheers, applause, jubilation, and triumph!  Stu stopped 

under the “Peking to Paris” archway where Dad and Enos climbed onto Stu’s hood with arms 

waving, a bottle of champagne hoisted in a salute; they were exuberant.   Enos, Dad and I got 

back in the car and slowly rolled forward parting the well-wishers to reveal our family pod 
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waving their yellow and black "41” flags.   Then the darnedest thing happened; this tiny 78 lb. 

lady, with Stevie Wonder shades and a black and silver studded “I Love Paris” sweatshirt leapt 

out of the crowd and onto Stu’s running board?  We were flabbergasted and then we realized 

this overzealous fan was none other than Sylvia (Sam’s wife, my Mother).  Enos immediately 

stopped, I pleaded with her to get in the car as did Dad and Enos to no avail.   She was 

determined to “ride the rail” so given no other choice Dad told Enos to roll on while he and I 

held on to any part of her we could reach and Josh walked beside the car spotting her from 

being bucked off the car!  Oh my, I live among the two most head strong people in this world!  

Mom stepped down after about 20 feet; Dad, Enos and the rest of us, including the crowd and 

even the brick and mortar buildings heaved a huge sigh of relief while Mother strolled of to 

our parking place.   Hugs and kisses were served all around with picture taking and words of 

love and happiness.   Dad and Enos did some back slapping and handshaking with other 

participants who stopped by Stu's position.  After a while we moseyed back to the hotel (a 5 

minute walk), some went to lie down, some had a bite to eat, I checked Dad and Enos into 

their suite.  

Everyone was on the same page when it came to that evening.   At 8 p.m. dinner was served in 

an elegantly decorated, 40 foot ceiling palatial dining room, adorned win huge crystal 

chandeliers; white table cloths, china and crystal on a sea of tables prepared for 584 guests.   

Dressed in tuxedos and ball gowns, with all the glitz and glamour the evening was magical; a 

Cinderella setting.   Dinner was an event unto its own; ten, no twelve courses, I don’t know I 

lost count after eight.   Awards were handed out, speeches given and a short 20 minute video 

of the beginning through the finish-line was shown.   Throughout dinner the video screen 

continued showing still photos of participants, cars and scenic landscapes.   Our band of flag 

wavers got in on the 20 minute film with Enos having a few spotlights on the longer version.   

Dad popped up once with numerous photos of Stu, Eventually the evening came to a close, joy 

and incredulity hung in the air; joy of  feeling safe but not quite believing it’s over.  Adrenaline 

was still flowing. 

Having helped put this trip together, I have a small insight as to the magnitude of this 

undertaking but nothing can be truly realized or understood unless you yourself made this 

arduous journey.   The courage, determination, and stamina are a few attributes on a long list 

one MUST have to endure the “Peking to Paris” motor challenge.   Take a moment to think 

what it must have been like being in a land completely foreign to you; you don’t speak the 

language or know the customs or culture of the people.   Now multiply that times eight, for 

the eight countries they traversed.   Imagine the temperature being so intensely hot you feel 
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as if you’re smothering or so cold it’s tortuously impossible to take a deep breath.  Terrain and 

roads so dangerous you can’t let yourself dwell on what lies ahead, only remain vigilant of 

what’s here and now.   The panic they must have felt when their breaks quit and the shocks 

blew, among the many other obstacles they had to overcome.   As Sam and Enos have proven 

day after day beating the odds, what would have been insurmountable obstacles to others, 

they persevered.  The Peking to Paris Motor Challenge is owned and operated by the ERA, 

Endurance Rally Association, located in Great Britain. 

The pride and love I feel for these two heroes are beyond further words. 

I am grateful to all of you for joining in the Peters/Reed adventure with your prayers, wishes 

and comments; I, as well as Dad and Enos, were thrilled to have you along.   May God be with 

you. 

Au Revoir, 

Love and prayers, 

Diane 

(As compiled by Bob and Kathy Collins) 
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